Election Board
Students interested in sitting on the
A.S. Election Board may file for an
application and be inter% trued in
the old College I nion today, tomorrow, Monday or Tuesday. There are
three positions open on the Board,
which will conduct the upcoming
special presidential 01.1.lin111.
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Petitions Circulate To Repeal
$10 Student Athletic Cards
By JIM DOUIDIABIAN
Daily Political Writer
The attempt to repeal the $10 athletic cards, "Project: Field Goal," began yesteiday with 20 petitions circulating the campus, Seventh Street and
In the living centers.
Associated Students tA.S.) Acting
President Bill Langan and Interim
Treasurer Dave Anderson, initiated
the drive.
Langan believes the petitions will
gather the approximately 1,500 signatures needed, 25 per cent of last semester’s electorate, to put the fate of
the cards on the line.
The petition calls for the repeal of
the $10 cards, with a plo-rated refund

for those who already; have pm chased
the card, plus an end to home game
admission charges by voting a $1.50
voluntary assessment per student -per
semester in place of the cards.
"Due to unexpected low sales . . .
the extra fee for the athletic privilege
card as well as student admission
charges for home sports events is not
feasible at this time," Langan states.
Athletic Director Dr. Robert Bronzan
concurs with Langan. "Early results
indicate that the athletic privilege card
plan has not been successful.
"The new plan, "Project: Field
Goal." is basically it much better solution for financially aiding the intercollegiate sports program and at the

Council Allocates Funds
For War Conference Day
By CANDY BELE
Daily Political aVrIter
Even though the Associated Students
(A.S.( Student Council was "oneupped" by Academic Council on that
Oct. 15 End the Wai Moratorium,
Council came back last night to endorse the Academic Council’s support
of the moratorium and pledged a maximum $2,500 toward its support.
The action came after Dr. Lowell
Walter, chahman of student counseling and testing and the man who pursuaded Academic Council Monday to
support a campus convocation, addressed council.
He expressed his desire for a united
campus effort in which SJS would appear to the public as an academic community solidly opposed to the Vietnam
war. He said he would like to get one
or two prominent anti -war congressmen to address the Convocation.
Graduate tepresentative Noreen Futter then introduced a four part resolution that 1. Council go on record as
supporting Academic Council’s resolution 2. Council ask Acting President

Hobert Burn, In distnis, t:,e-e., on
Oil. 15 so that all might pm 11,ialre
in the convocation 3. Council allacate
up to $2,500 for the program. (This
would match the administration’s tentative plan for $1,000 plus allow exti it
funds to finance outside speakers, and
4. Council set up an A.S. Coalition
Against the War to help with convocation plans.
The resolution passed, with nine
voting for it and two against.
In other action, Council allocated
$3,000 to the Radio and Television
News Center to enable it to purchase
film necessary for the production of
daily news telecasts on local television stations.
Council also approved the creation
of a liaison officer between council and
the president’s office. The position will
go to a council member and will come
under the work-study progtam.
The Student California Teachers’ Association was granted $90 to finance
an advertisement in the Spartan Daily
concerning its proposed suit against the
college protesting registration.

same time enjoying the support of the
majority of students," Btonzan reports.
The proposed student assessment of
$1.50 per semester will not take place
until the spring semester, says Langan, if the measure is passed by the
St udents.
The original plan called for about
5,000 cards to be sold as the Athletic
Department’s budget was cut proportionally according to the 5,000 mark.
Thus far about 550 cards have been
sold.
Anderson notes that "after students
find themselves paying $1.75 admission
chat ges for Saturday’s game with San
Diego, we should have no problem
meeting the quota for signatures."
The original plan for the athletic
cards, coming from last semester’s
president Dick Miner, expected far
greater result, than have been shown.
Since the department’s budget was
cut proportionally in accordance with
the card sales, coupled with a lack of
sales, the department may soon run out
of funds and is not able to borrow
from other programs to make up the
deficit.
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SERIES CHANGE
Meeting place for the first program in the Continuing Education
series, "New Worlds id Knowledge,"
has been changed from the College
Union to Cafeteria A and B from
12:30 to 1:30 p.m, today. The speaker
is Dr. Ralph Parkman, a noted authority 1111 Olwrik-ties and man.

IRISH SPEECH
Time and place of Sean O’Faolain’s
talk, "After the Angry Young Men"
has been changed to 7:30 p.m. Friday
in the Concert Hall. O’Faolain, who
prefers to he known as the Celtic
Varnspinner, is st
sored by the Cotlege Union Program Board.

’Good Guys’
Will Appeal
Polling Order
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Miner Resigns

The "Good Guys" ticket of Jim McMasters, Rob Foss and Bob Kelley have
officially notified Acting President Hobert W. Burns of their intention to appeal Monday’s decision by the Judiciary to hold special student - wide
election,
According to Foss, vice presidential
candidate, Dean of Students Robert
Martin will act as expeditiously as possible in the matter.
In an official letter from Foss, asking for the appeal, the "Good Guys"
charge Chief Justice Lewis Solitske,
Dr. Philip Wander and William Johnson with "pre-trial bias." "We question
the propriety of a pre-ordained, preconceived and pre-typed decision,"
writes Foss.
"We question the decision itself for
it does not logically follow from the
evidence introduced," Foss adds.
The ticket also charges violations of
the A.S. Constitution, legislative acts
24 and 36 and the Statement on Student Rights and Responsibilities, in
what they call "an attempted disqualification of a tun-off election between
the Good Guys and the ARM party.
The matter will now probably go to
Utean

Free Tickets
Available Now
For Simone Act
Free tickets for Nina Simone’s
convert, on Friday. Oct. 10 at 8:15
p.m. in the Men’s Gym, are available
on a first come -first served basis now
in the Student Affairs Business Office in the new College Union.
The 2,600 tickets will be issued one
per student body card. Student Affairs Office is open Monday through
Friday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

s
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DICK MINER RESIGNSTopsy-turvy A.S. politics took another twist
Tuesday afternoon as SJS’s transcontinental student body president handed
in his resignation. The always-controversial Miner went out in style with an
hour and a half dictated telephone message to the members of student
council. In his message, Miner praised Acting President Hobert Burns as an
administrator who knows and will encourage the wisdom of full student
participation in both educational and cultural destinies. Using his resignation
letter as a final means of swaying the new council, Miner urged members to:
1) Protect the student control of student money, 2) vigorously assert and
defend legal rights both on and off campus, 3) Watch-dog certain functions
of our college which have traditionally been negligent of basic student and
human rights, 4) continue to pressure the State of California to assume its
support for EOP and related programs, and 5) continue to look for opportunities for creative innovation. Strangely absent from Miner’s three-page
statement was any mention of his acting successor, Bill Langan. (See entire
text on page two.)

Whites Have Mixed Reaction

Brown Studies Attempt To Teach the ’Chicano Experience’
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the third article
of a four part series featuring the minorities programs on campus. The new
Bleck Studies Program will be featured
tomorrow.

formerly director of the SJS Brown
Program
Opportunity
Educational
EOP
Professor Rivera explained that the
Brown Studies would continue to expand with the hope of eventually
offering it bachelors degree. "If we
go on to become a university," he continued, "we’ll be able to give a PhD."
According to Prof. Rivera, the SJS
Brown Studies is the only one in the
whole country to offer it graduate degree.

By ISABEL DURON
Daily Minorities Writer
Outside, the house shows signs of
age and the architecture of old San
Jose is apparent. Inside the building
at 156 S. 9th, an old dream has materialized into a new department,
Mexican American Studies,
Brown Studies, which includes 20
undergraduate and eight graduate
courses, is taught from the Chicano
perspective. "It is an attempt," said
Feliciano Rivera, Mexican American
Graduate Studies, adviser and spokesman for the program, "to present
the courses in terms of the Chicano
experience."
The Chicano experience, explained
the associate pritfessor of history, does
not and cannot relate to the eastern
seaboard experience of the ’founding
fathers’ of England and northern
Europe.
TRI-CULTURAL
The Chicano experience is tri-cultural; a fusion of the Indian experience, the Mexican -Hispanic experience,
and the Anglo experience, he continued.
Particularly, he emphasized, "no
other group within the political or
continental limits of the United States
has received the continued reinforcement of those elements that make for
a distinct peciple and culture," that is,
the continued influence from across the
Mexican border.
The Mexican American Studies Program, which offers a masters degree,
is under the direction of Eliu Carranza,

B i K.,mther
FELICIANO RIVERA ... Mexican -American Studies

Adviser

275 STUDENTS
Currently, 25 graduates and 250
undergraduates are registered in the
new program. Interestingly enough, the
classes run 60 per cent white to 40
per cent Chicano.
,It’s not such a curious thing, according to Prof. Rivera, who pointed out
that "if we’re ever going to change
anything, it’s the majority that must
be affected."
Prof. Rivera observed a mixed reaction from the whites to his classes.
Some, he thought, were really, sincerely interested in learning about the
Mexican -American. Others, he chuckled, seem to feel the instructor will
hold it against them because they’re
not Chicano and thus will affect their
grade.
Not only is it a history class, "it’s
become a sensitivity class." Prof. Rivera explained that the Chicano student
reacted heatedly to the idea of the
Mexican -American stereotype perpetuated throughout history. Similarly, the
Anglos seem unwilling or unable to
accept the fact that there might he a
different perspective of the situation.
"The Chicano’s is a unique experience. Ve have to co-exist with the

Anglo. We speak Spanish at home and
English in school," said Prof. Rivera.
"How do we einvince 200 million
other non -Mexicans that we are in fact
valid?" he demanded.
He indicated thitt the Brown Studies
was it way to introduce and educate
whites to the Mexican heritage and
culture. It doesn’t matter what you
are, it’s what people think of you that
affects your relationship with them, he
continued.
Prof. Rivera explained that this year
various departments within the SJS
eimmunity have contributed faculty
position and monies for the Brown
Studies but that next year Brown
Studies would be budgeted.
When the proposal for the Mexican
American Studies was presented several principal objectives were stated:
- -To provide it broad interdisciplinary program at the graduate level
that would equip graduates from many
different specialized field to play more
effective roles in the Mexican -American
community.
RELEVANT CURRICULUM
- To provide the schools, colleges,
and universities of Califormu and the
Southwest with much -needed teachers
tif Mexican American Studies so that
the educational system can offer a
more relevant curriculum to all of its
students.
- To pewide the research opportunities, organization and facilites needed
for the development and publication of
curricular materials for use in the
schools and colleges intending to offer
courses and pnigrams in ethnic studies.
Prof. Rivera explained that admission
to the program makes no restriction as
to undergraditate majors or course

concentration, but that continuation in
the program is to be based mum such
all -college criteria as required of :ill
students in all departments.
Among some of the courses being
taught in the Brown Studies department by the five instructors are Nlexican-Arnerican Family; and Pdlitics in
the Mexican -American Community:
dealing with the Chicano power stricture and politics, community leadership and action in the social and cultural community development if the
Chicano barrio.
E(’ONOM1CS CLASS
One class which gives insight into the
economic problems of the ’Mexican is
the Economics of the alexican-Anierican Community. It studies the rale of
credit, welfare, and particular iieeitigttional patterns in the Chicano barrio
I ghetto I.
As particularly pointed out by Prof.
Rivera, the Brown Studies program is
not only directed bay a el the Chicano
Iml toward the Anglo.
sinnething
The Chicano is Is ’Mug
different than the Att-!.., emphasized
,ve his worth
PINf Rivera. Itt
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emotion swelling in the heart of
conscientious humanity for eight years
will again find expression at SJS on
Oct.
End the Will%
Ite5til-imi and disgust with :America% in% oIN muesli in N ietnani once again
will draw together hundreds of thousands from all walks of life in a national day of protest.
!Acting President Hobert W. Burns
has requested a campus -wide convocation for that 11 edncsulay. and Dr. Lowell NN alter. chairman of counseling and
aIled the war the "one
testing. IiiI
pressure point in
American society
where we should stand with some
I oily. indeed. for it is united that
Americans fall and perish ill the putrid rice ’,midi,- and jungles of that infamous strip of land.
The prote-ts began when the war
began. but is at other humane cause
has resulted in as little action on the

magnificent football team.
happen if he succeeds
in his petition to repeal the S. 10 athletic
card plan.
And the rat
ho for his -Project: Field
That is what will

part of the powers that be?
Civil rights, capital puttislmient.
crippled children. mental health and
famine in Biafra all have received
varying degrees of at
but the
Eight Years War only intensifies its
gory fury.
Washington. despite prettily IISSe111bled State of the l’nion messages and
committeeish gestures of honest intent.
has in reality no desire to end the des astation. At least not until it ceases to
stimulate America’s economy.
Therefore, it will require a tremendous mandate from the people ever to
tip the scale that balances sanity and
money. Unless communism or democracy run out of men first.
The October convocation can produce a mandate from San Jose. At wild
It.
Perhaps sooner than we think, the
nightmare of barbecued corpses. shattered dreams and orphaned children
will end.
J.B.

Goal," the title of the petition drive, makes

less sense if you know why the Dick Nliner
Administration shorted the card plan in
the first place.
Langan says tile Clink "lutek support."
Boot in saying that he is only applauding
the genius of Miner, a man under WI10111
he has made it

"First, I’d like to point out the advantages of THIS sytem ..."

Staff Comment

Make Life Meaningful
By BILL KLICSU
It was a cold night in New York City on
March II, 1%4 %t hen Catherina "Kitty"
Genovese was stabbed to death. Twenty
people watched the assailant

pull

the knife
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Just as Black and Brown men and
women can now walk our campus with
dignit%. we will, as students can and must,
work together to extinguish the remaining
niggersitn’’ that

despair. People like Beryl
Peterson, Daie Aikman. Mike Rutz, Arnoun(’ Ardiaz, Tim Knowles. Addie Inset,
Tommie Smith, Bruce Overoye. Jeff Potts,
Tim Fitzgeralol. Jim Brewer, Trish French,
James Edwards. Earl Hansen, Judy Fox,
Shiela Younige. John Merz. Vic Lee. John
Murphy. Barbara Transue. Barry Bonifas,
Steve Lieurance. Grady Robertson, Julie
Stodolarol. Rid) Van V’inkle, Doreen Bauman, Bill Schwent. Bill and Madonna.
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sure ii, soluert 1111. entire fabric of truth,
concerning education in our state_ than

tb:ot while reorganizing unkersity
priorities, and restructuring our farilities
and programs are immediately important.
no really significant change will result

they already has e. You hale been elected
for the philosophies you espouse let these

in our society unless we, as students and
teachers. get off our asses and out into the

Tons to menlion. I hope to thank you appropriately
some day.
To the ma ti faculty and administrators
who) litcame goo41 friends hut who would
perhaps rat bur not publicly share my
thanks you at least have my personal
and priv a I i felicitations. The ship of state
is ill 111111’11 10‘1119- S111110 1111111 111111S1 a us
bad experi((1 but six n lllll ths ago.
To 11111 "Tartan Daily, SIDS and the
rest of the 144%411 opposition I that grouping
not intended. of course. lo disparage either
or both parties) my best wishes: for the
.
disloyal opposir
YOURS ! !
With my hope for 111/1111inurd and cons lllll mate friend -hip %% hew, er we may be,
I am 5ery troll) )ollrtl.

our eantion. community today. The Guyernor and I loatirellor need no further assist -

be your guide. and not your burden as
work together for all your people.
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Ill indeed 11 hate not alread% 41
might urge that special attention be paid
at least some of the following:
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Langan appear.

ticular our

End the War

41(911-

11111

Itine 4tatiunts go back to
the days of blindly footing moielo of the
bill for the Athletic Department, in par-

Editorial

today

President

clete

igorously assert and defend

fact

community where the war against Vietnam and all the other symbolic Vietnams
began and

11 ocuentually lot. ended. We

must choose to back rhetorie with emumunity action. for as long as

We

110111i11111.

10 confine our clitoris to vamp’s affairs
in the narrow SellS1‘.. our talents will conin terms that only
the university can assimilate. Reagan has
used the students at Berkeley and San
Franeisco State exacilv as Hiller used the
Jews he has made them scapegoats for
tinue to he defined

all tlir many others too n

out and plunge it hack into "Kitty." They
ignored her screams for help: yet, they
continued watching the horrible incident
as if it were a television program.
On the following (lay, newspapers across
the country were filled with the macabre
details of the killing. People were saying
in amazement, "How could anyone just
stand there and let a girl get stabbed
without doing anything about it? What is
happening to our society?"
WOULD YOU?
Wont& those in-opir-thave eir. -out of
their way to help someone who was in
trouble or in danger? Would they have
bothered to get involved? Chances are,
they would have acted the same way.
Most people consider themselves involved with mankind when they attend
the regular meetings of the SDS. a business
club or some other function. Bu t. do they
really get involved with the organization
they belong to? Most likely they merely
fill a seat and then go home and watch
television or study for class. They get upset
when a special news bulletin interrupts
their favorite programs.
People who joist sit around an ii talk
about the miseries and basic lacks of the
poor. which include hot hi hillock soul white,
and don’t do anything about them are
wrong. Man has the choice to resist isolation, to commit himself 10 improving Ids
family. his community tool his world. Ile
has the power to make his existence lllll re
meaningful and just, and to make life
count.

clear he did not enjoy

loo)ing vice presiolent.
Miner’s genius was that lie would never
have put the plan into effect unless he and
his advisers knew no one would buy the
carols.
And if that doesn’t make sense either, at
least it is consistent with everything else
the Miner people (lid last year.
Their whole trip was that students
should control the activities in which
students are most affected, and, equally
important, that students should not be
forced to pay for things they really don’t
want.
So in (offering the 510 carol plan, in platee
of the old mandatory 51.50 from everyone,
Miner was for the first time giving students a chance to show how much they
dig athletics.
And the criterion for their show of approval or nom-approval was the most unarguable criterion of all: money.
How that money has voted thus far, as
Langan has admitted, has been a thunderous NO to student support of athletics.

Just 10 per cent of the 5,000 carols that
needed to be sold to keep the Athletic
Department rolling have been bought.
If the plan continues in the same desultory fashion (granting that the petition
fails), the Athletic Department will simply
have to find money elsewhere--or curtail
its programs.
And if students don’t like that, they
know what they can do- -buy the cards.
Beautiful. huh?
Then why is it tloat Langan is going to
the extent of starting lois own petition to
repeal the plan? Well, there are two
distinct possibilities about the man:
if Ho. detested Miner, and 2.1 lie wants
to he the elected A.S. president.
Whether these two ego journeys are
what are obscuring his vision of what
students want I have no way of saying.
Maybe he should answer that himself.
But what amuses me about Langan’s
quest is that even lie, football’s self-proclaimed chief booster, seems to be suffering
from the Freudian impact of a team that is
consistently terrible. If not, then why did

lo is drive "Project: Field Goal"
. . . and mot "Project: Touchdown"?

he name

COMPULSION
Modern man seems to have a compusion
to isolate himself--he is apathetic toward
the rest of the world. If he were involved
in mankind, he would be doing something
to end the war, fight air pollution_ hunger,
crime. help those in dire need and help
bridge the breakdown ill human relations.
Man has to realize that comfort is not
enough for anyone who looks around at
his surroundings: love, care, understanding
and a feeling of accomplishment are the
keys to a rewarding life. Mankind must
meet the ills that are the roots of our domestic crisis if we plan to eliminate prejudice, fear and helplessness in the world.
ger genInstead of condemning the y
eration for taking part in demonstrations,
riots and sit-ins, man should join with
them into a coalition of hope to annihilate
America’s No. I enemy, man’s uninvolvement in mankind. We should remember
that those young people are not nihilists.
the majority of them 11115.1. a constructive
111 an - tit a t of world Ile111.1., especially in
Vietnam. and a redirection of all forces
for the betterment of mankind.
Astronaut Neil Armstrong, first man on

the moon, risked his life for all mankind
when he journeyed to the moon. The
least we can do on earth is to get involved
with our fellow man :old Ilm. improve mut
society.
’
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Matter of Survivor

Ex( Slates Ecology Seminar
By CRAIG TURNER
Dail Stall Writer
’Three ate a lotia people up in
arms alii,ut this whole ecological
imbalance and how serious it
is ... A lot of people are realizing that pretty soon we aren’t
going to have a world to live in,"
says Bill Hutchison, Experimental College ’ExCI officer.
The ESC is planning a seminar
this semester entiticel "The Unprecedented Crisis." cenverned
with the ecological preldere faced
by the United States and the
world today.
It will en.’nmpass the population explosion, pollution. conservation, pcstiiedes and other aspects of mares relation to his
environment.
"We believe this is the most
relevant issue facing us now."
Ilutchison says.
The seminar tentatively has
scheduled it dozen speakers. one
each Tuesday from 12 to 2 p.m.
in the Umunhum Room on the
third level of the new College
Union.
TUESDAY OPENER
Dr. Robert brook’s. associate
professor of history and a Sierra
Club member, will open the series
next Tuesday on The Coming
Destruction of America."
This speech only will be held
in Morris Dailey Auditorium because the new College Union is
not yet completed.
Acting SJS President Dr. Hobert W. Burns will give the welcoming address just prior to Dr.
Brooks’ talk.
In the seminar’s s. eriltI lecture.

ly

puppet theater and art show have
already been suggested.
"The icsponse to this lief, SCit
has even started has been terrific." Hutchison says.
This is the third seininar sponsored by the Else. Last fall the
subject was "Violence." and in
the spring it centered on "Love
Marriage."
Hutchison
and, or
claims that each section of the
previous two seminars drew between 150 and 300 spertators.
If the early response is any
indication, this seminar may :Iraw
even heavier crowds. Hut bison
say,. The Umunhum Room has a
capacity of 200. so some events
may be ’sewed to the halltoom of
the new College Union.
The ultimate purpose of the
seminar, according to Doreen
Bauman, director of the EA’, is
"education to the urgency of the
problem couteed with a definition
of the problem."
SURVIVAL QUESTION
Hutchison IS more direct. He
says. "Some very moderate scientists are becoming very radical
on this subject ...lee a question
of survival."
Planning of the seminar has
been underway since August. If it
is successful. the ExC’s spi ing
project may deal with the sanw
subject. A similar seminar or

another type of ecological program might be undertaken, according to Mies Bauman.
Following Beiser, the scheduled
lecturers and their topics will be:
Dr. John Hessel. Stanford University biologist; "Pesticides and
the Environment," Oct. 21.
John Zierold. Planning and Conservation League lobbyist; "Poli_
the
Environment,"
and
ties
Oct. 28.

poi.rricAL

ASPECT

Sen. Alquist. "The Politician’s
Responsibility to the Ecological
Crisis." Nov. 4.
Dr. H. Thomas Harvey. SJS
asisoteate dean. school of science
and !pat hematites and co-founder
of the Concerned Conservationist
Church. "The Tragedy of the
Commons." Nose 18.
John Stanley. department of
biology lecturer and co-founder
’it the Concerned Conservation le. Church, "Conservation as a
Philosophy of Life," Nov. 25.
’Miss Niels. "Population Problems Do fixist.’ Dec. 2
Dr Mat k
assistant researcher. canrvi non] genetics
laboratory, lent% ersity of California at Berkeley; "Evolution and
Genetics." Dec. 9.
Brower’s topic is to be announced, but is scheduled for Dec.
16.
Cliff Humphrey, directur of
Ecology Action and author; "Inetitutienal Response to Ecological
Reality." Jan. 6.
Dr Jet; -Yu Wang, director of
SJS’ Environmental Sciences Institute; "Total Environment Concept," Jan, 13.

GORDON DAMRON
Daily Staff Writer
Do you remember the insert
of paper that you received with
your schedule of classes this fall"
If not, you probably did what 1
did and threw it away.
Well, we both madea serious
mistake bet acese this simple sheet
of paper contained the Administrative Code of Conduct. for us
to obey, while in the California
State College System.
When I first read this seemingly endless list ef rules and regulations, my fitist real ii
was to
feel bewildered. My response was
to turn to Steve Lieuranee, coordinator of the California State
College Student Presidents Association ICSCSPAI anti ask him
some questions about the conduct
oete. His office was against any
regulations. hut in obvious defeat, helped rie ise the final code.
PERSONNEL
Lieuranee told me that the
basic reason for the code was
pressure given to the Board of
Trustees by the tax paying voters
of California. Lieuranee added
that the public is tired of campus
violence in the state and demanded that the Trustees act.
The result is the code, officially
known as 41301. passed April 21.
1969 by the California Board of
Trustees.
But believe it or not, the le a posed code submitted Oct. 3o.
1968, was more ambiguous and
demanding.
For example, the proposed pre -
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Draft Safe

at the

WASHINGTON (API -- President Nixon announced yesterday
that all draft -eligible graduate
students who .lo satisfactory- w.e.k
during the current school y ear
will be safe from induction id
least until next June.
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THE ACTION MAN SLACKS

Baha’i Faith
Adherents to the Natal Faith.
one of the more recent additions
to the ranks of world religion,
will hold their first "fireside"
meeting of the semester Sunday
at 8 p.m. at 232 S. 10th St.. 5.
According to spokesman Kathi
Border. the Baha’i faith is an
"independent, world religion dedicated to unifying mankind."
Margo Wakeland, former SJS
student, will be the featured
speaker, recounting her experiences in Guatemala thin summer.
Questions about the faith will
be answered also.
The Bahoeis have scheduled
"fireside," or informal meetings.
weekly Sunday evenings at the
Tenth Street address.

OPEN FOR BUSINESS The
Student Affairs Rusiness Office, formerly in Building R, is
now located in the new College Union. William Felse,

manager, and his staff manage
the quarters. Students may use
this office to purchase tickets
for concerts, the Intercollegiate
Football tickets, and, until tomorrow, student health plans.
Vere Gossett, photo at right,

is busy at work in his new qaurters in the college duplicating
services room.

Computer Casualties SCAR’d
By Reg; Threaten Law Suit
By MARK LOtVE
Daily Staff Writer
The "tegistration crisis" isn’t
over. at least in the eyes of a
group calling themselves Computer Casualties.
The group, sponsored by the
campus chapter of the Student
California Teachers Assueiation
eic
!wean manning a table
:Oh Street Monday 11101n, . eeet complaints ef slit,
up" by this f’ill’s
-i’s:1,1ration.
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PRESSURE
Another example is the proposed section that read, "FailUIC
or refusal to comply with threetiuns of college personnel aitting
in the performenve el their duties
in connection with the preservation of order on Siete College
property or at a state college
funct ion."
It now reads "Violation of a
state college president, notice it
which had been given prior It,

such violation and during the
iwademic term in which the violation occurs . .
The ’obvious difference is that
the college personnel is known,
proper notice must be given. and
the violation of the act must be
done in the academic period the
werning is given.
’Piles, two examples nu* seem
minor at first, but the fore that
they arc defined lessens the
chance that a student may incur
tieuble in the future. So as bad
as the code is. it could have been
w ’rec.

For reservations or information phone
392-8513
Mail today for free flight information

for the minus and
figure
Wear it without pads for gentle
curves, with pads for high
rounded uplift.
Secret Fulfillment
by Lilyette adds glamour
above the bra for the
Small, in-between or
figure. It
you of the nest
complete size. Removable
Foam Rubber Push-up pads
give you a fulfilled
bosom for the most daring
decolletage. Gossamer
light with wide off -theshoulder camisole straps
and a back that plunges
lower than ever.
Ban -Len. lace and Lycral
Spandex Powernet. White
or Black. A cup 32-36;
$7.50
8 and C cup 32-38.

.iitittle was as follows: "Any
student of it State College may.
be placed ton pronation, suspended
or expelled for ene or more of
the follownig causes which must
be college related." The cock, now
reads ’’.... may be expelled, suspended, placed on probation or
given a lesser sonetion ..."
The difference is "lesser sanction," this phrase gives the -tudent a possible alternative of a
fine and also pros ides the college
administrator more leeway if the
siI Oat ion warrants.

LEAVE DEC. 19 RETURN JAN. 4
These flights are open to students, faculty, staff, employees and their
immediate fem:ly.

Scheduled

It

.e

oTH ER SPEAKERS
Other scheduled speakers include State Sen. Alfred E. Alquist ID-San Joset. Stephanie
Mills and David Brower.
Sen. Alquist, scheduled for Nov.
9, is the chairman of the joint
committee on seismic safety. His
topic is "The Politician’s Responsibility to the Ecological
Crisis."
Miss Mills. who received ret
tional it
for her retitle.tory address last June at :Mills
College in Oakland on planned
parenthood, will speak on population problems Dec. 2.
Brower. president of Friends
of the Earth, director of the John
Muir Institute and long-time
executive director of the Sierra
Club, will appear Dec. 16.
"Our hope is that the seminar
will cover as much as we can. but
12 speakers don’t begin to cover
all that the field implies," Hutchison asserts.
He said more speakers and
events may he added to the
schedule during the semester. A

Convocation

Is

s.

Dr. Karl Beiser. urban planner
and former planning director for
Santa Clara County. will relate
the emblem to the local area
with the "History of Urban Development in Santa Clara County." on Oct. 19.

tiff,TR

Lieurance Labels Violence
Reason for Code of Conduct

Work Study
Jobs Open
Apply Soon
SJS students who have been
cleared for the wurk study program but have nut made an appointment for placement should
do so immediately.
Students who have been notified of their clearance should
contact Mrs. Phyllis Headland
or Mis. Joyce Yoe in the Financial Aids office, Mm 234.
"We have a number of joie
available. and th. ye pretty good
Jim Sheet, an
jobs." explair
official
th,

st’ARTAN

Thitreday. October 2 lnee

1,11, in 1, -resp0nsr has been
doe" N0 Ial. they are hopeful of
I iiI,Ilitg possible Ireal
tel ion
d the college and the State
I
lor what I h..y termed
it possible "breech ’if ceettowl."
DL 75137
NOTHING ESCAPES THE
ATTACK OF TERENCE,
A YOUNG REVOLUTIONARY
WHOSE ACID ROCK SOUND
AND LASER TONGUE ARE
AIMED AT SEX POLITICS,
CIVIL RIGHTS, CONVENTION.
TERENCE TELLS IT LIKE IT IS.
INCREDIBLE NEW
EXCITEMENT ON
DECCA RECORDS
AND TAPES

scrA

Art Ilurkharil,
announced the action last week
lifter 00401(.,,,...sfully appealing to
Student Council to file a suit.
STI’DENT GRIPES
Students filling out forms yesterday had comt.laints ranging
from "not to ceiy ing schedules
ft inn SCARS" to "eel I ing ’20
units of P.N.." accerding to
Shorie Vozinati, line te the group
members id the table.
Burkhtird said that the Weill)
Is seeking)
to present proan It,
fessors; from denyiraz students entrance to their courses.

On melee to plan icle more
staff.
--damages for students who
are having their training delayed and suffering a loss of wage
ea’ nings.
SUIT OUTLINE
lie said that the suit WOUlt1
Ito ININ(11 on "sttelents registering
foe
u - es anti Oct being admitted el, I insufficient staffing after ste.ients have been admit ;ed.
’Nee e ill centime-- on Seventh
.is
r.
we ra el
Iii .ii’.,’J. 111i:01CM I hr hal
ody me yet.
gotten
Anee, el by a iri.ent stalinncm
by
Ate ing
President
/heart
Burns, carried by the San Jose
Mercury’, he said, "We don’t belicee it."
Burkhaid chareed that em
.. s:ors took it upon thee:
deny students admissions ii
classes, as in the Art Depart Mend which tried to limit some
of their classes to art majors.
group is primarily made up
of Audents who went through
registration but who welt. "’misted by the education department,"
according to thity G1111101, another of the Ineofilwt.s.
NOT UPSET*?
"This is my title y or of e0ilege and this IF the to I time lee
ever belonged to a etimp of this
kind," he said. "I can’t under

Charge into the action
this fall
A 1
CHARGERS FLARES.
This slim, dressy
slack with the wide
bottoms comes in a
variety of colors in
solids and patterns.
$10.00 to $11.00

in

stand why so many of the students upset at registration aren’t
complaining now."
13urkhard ’,Mil that a suit of
this nature -,
lest off the
top of our 1,,-.,.1.."
1.1c claimed trim a successful
legal /lei in ii t
slum tinily
by a
...
Ji;ainst soi. I.
C.,!le:ze

Sizes

27-3f)

ill

daily.

SJS Frosh
Gets Forum
Scholarship

R -1

CHARGER*
FLARES
KETTMANN’S

Fem. Son Jost- students moh,.
ing a freshnkin at Ste I PVIT.ik
Se1101/IrShirs huh I It e
(;I Fiasim I hie neer ,
Henry
Santa Clare Heel, e. I.
011-001 I, 0
a’11711 SetS.
1

C.,.

.11

Block E. of Bayshore
1530 E. Santa Clara One
p.m.
Open 9:30 to 6:30 Thurs. ’til 9

4 --SP XTZT1V

notober 2 196A
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Vets Administration
Offers Check List
Veterans in ciellette under the
Bill have been offered a
heck list by the Veterans Adiirmstratam to be sure their G.I.
,Oecks arrive on time. at the
. ight place and in the light
.1nount.
Turn in i.,nor certificate of
I., the
J.11 .7,
;:, ,.
the s
Medal

.1.

Air Force Awards
Medals to Officers

Fairy-Like Foliage Fills Fall

rch is on for \ fiss CheerImitt.
A SI.(1(I1) seholorsItip.
II bi paril motor.
cansci a, and
.11117 r prizes
111 7he eenleSt.
I
,1 7)7,71.,
ill he held
The rI or i
ember in Cypres, Gardens,
I
II’ II 7111.7
711’
Oa hi(’ f
Pllet!t puldw intonnat ion 01TII 108.
Last year’s winner was ’r al
vndrirson. ’211. frorn Arizona State

II you change the address to
which your checks are coming.
notify both the VA and the post
office.

Foundation
Fellowships
Available

Inform VA itnmediately of
any dependency changes due to
101 rriage.
divorce,
births
or
deaths.

State Offers
Fellowships
Seholio ship and Loan Commission
making 12(10 fellowships available
for 1970-71 in sciences, social
silences, humanities, the arts,
mathematics, engineering. business, and education and other

A RECENT CELEBRITY visiting the SJS campus was caught in action when a photographer
snapped this picture of one of the many leafy
monsters around campus. If you look hard and

say "I believe" you can see none other than
Tinkerbelle ’flitting through the leaves on her
way to the premiere of ’Captain Hook’s Revenge’ in Lodi.

SCC

presents

t/terntique4
Fridoy, October 3rd

Wien
’il 3O

k

L iscorn Ayr. .. San Jos, bt

9:00-1:30
Girls FREE before 9:30

OPEN ’TIL MIDNIGHT
(Every night)

Professional Pharmacists
_ -/n/Lny 21. Carnitalna, Jr., Owner

YIODERNE DRUG CO.
Second and Santa Clara Streets
Phone 293-7500
San Jose
-1.144.1.11.1.W.111.1.11.11111111

Phonics Knocked by Principal
I;, d It
51’ Linn al 1.111 Writer
Ti I iAl’i
Congo,
h 7111

.1
1,1111 -

roiled iii ,11
of
where, among other thing..
industrial establishment" pushes
use of phonies workbooks
favored by state school chief Max
Rafferty.
’rhe principal, flarold Hyman.
sal three seats away Cr int Rafferty in a panel discussion on
-This is the Campus Situat ion As
\Ve See It
This Is What We
Are Doing About It."
Hyman
i r 4 I. 55i7.hington
his
"95 1)1.1- (en I IllaVk
:ich4 )111 w:
iind 3 per cent Chicano."
Hyrrian spoke against kindercat tens "willrt‘ ehildren are lined
up on the I 70. told when to move
and aren’i all avcil to
lintels thinking.- along II ii ,
mentation in all 4rildes.
Ile said ’,ill,. 1
’the industrial establishmeni
Oil
111 ,I
wine and din,-
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tell them they will get high
-iores on state -mandated tests if
They put phonics workbooks in
their schools.
Ilyman’s school is in the
A iweles area.
Initlerly, state stiperintcialent
of ’,ohne instruelion, said he favors the phonics method of teaching reading. The method involves
learning words
by syllables,
at her than by the appearance
of the whole W0111.
At
end of the hour-long
ranel
Rafferty asked
Hyman
-cuss his views later.
hi
otiHi
ther comment about
III, eime
the audience at the
State Education Department Division of Instruction staff meeting.
Hyman said hr favors "the humatTIStie-approach’ in teaching.
"The thing that’s extremely difficult is to have a humanistic pro-

gram when people are shoving
state mandated tests down our
throats," Hyman said.

Women’s Club
Brunch Set
The SJS Women’s Faculty Club
will hold its annual fall brunch
and fashion show this Saturday,
at the Village House, 320
Village Ln., Los Gatos.
Preceding the 11 a.m, brunch
will be a 10:30 social hour. Fashions on show are being presented
by Idamina’s of Los Gatos.
Transportation
arrangements
can be made by contacting Miss
Edith Lindquist, assistant professor of physical education at
Ext. 2106,

Williams Takes Job
As SJS Controller
\v.,: Ho E. Williams, former di Oil -of accounting services at
tin l’eaversity of Alaska, College,
Alas.. has been named controller
in the Office of Business Affaits
at SJS.
Williams replaces Stanford R.
Bohne. who resigned recently to
take an executive pest with a
brokerage rim in the greater
San Joie area.
A member of the University of
A loska staff for three years, Witlams received his I3.S, degree in
accounting from Millikin University, Decatur, Ill., and M.B.A.
degree from the University of
Alaska. His responsibilities at
Alaska included all accounting
act is dies for the entire state
educational and research activities for the main campus. five

fraternity is doing something to bridge the

NEVt

faculty -student relations gap.

junior colleges, four research institutes, agricultural experiment
station, and the Arctic Research
Laboratoty.
Williams’ past experience includes being the former executive
assistant to the Vice President
for Administration and Internal
Auditor at Eastcim Illinois University; Sy,tems and Procedural
Auditor tor the State of Illinois;
General Aecounting Manager for
the Huntsville. Alabama plant of
Cluysler Corp.; Comptroller for
the Orleans Manufacturing Co..
and Supervisor of General Accounting, Borg-Warner Corporation.
He is it member of the College
and University Business Officers,
the Institute of Internal Auditors
and the Association of College
and University Auditors.

Neal Takes Post

ERINIIENn,

lege Union, October 8th at 7:00 p.m. Dress is casual.
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ART FILMS

2nd WEEK
TWO FIRST RUN HITS

This movie is the best fun in town!
MGM presents A Carlo Pont’ Production
:or*
starring
David Hemmings
Joanna Pettet

THE BEST HOUSE
IN LONDON
0
co,slarring

Eastmancolor

George Sanders Dany Robin ’Warren Mitchell

CO -HIT

SOPHIA LOREN "GHOSTS, ITALIAN STYLE"

EXOTIC UNDERGROUND MOVIES

NEW HI-CAMP SERIAL

CONEEMla

1433 THE ALAMEDA
SAN JOSE

3URBANK

552 S. BA C M AVE.
295-7238

TOWNE
297-3060

,

UP TO 25% OFF
SUGGESTED RETAIL
library of

Os el TOMO 1.11,

MUSIC CITY

THEATRE

MIDNITE
FRI. & SAT.

6th EXCLUSIVE
WEEK

Shows at I :00 - 3: I 5 - 5:30 - 7:45 & iO P.M.

Ill S. WINCHESTER RISK --

SAN JOSE
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WOOD’S NO. 2

Complete line of Craig players

I:usloto taping from our
An alternate smoker will be held in CH208 at 4:30 p.m. also October 8th.

TWO
2.

S THREE.
TWO.

552 S. BASCOM AVE.
295-7238

FRI. & SAT.

sed 4 tracks from 8.50-S1.99
sed 8 tracks from $1.99-$2.00

Holding firesides at faculty homes
You are invited to attend a smoker in the Ununmum Room in the New Col-

Four. 4.1

’

John P. Neal, C.L.U., a 1963
SJS Masters of Business Administration graduate, has been
promoted by Metropolitan Life
Insurance Co. to district manager. He recently assumed direction of the firm’s district sales
office in Santa Ana.
As slistrict . manager. Neal will
maintain executive responsibility
for a sales team of 25 and a died cal force of seven. He joined the
company in 1963 as an agent.
and was most recently an advanced underwriting advisor at
Met 1 ripolitan’s Pacific Coast head
, in San Francisco.

MIDNITE

tracks at $2.95

I RITY. SELL, AND SWAP
TAPE PLAYERS AND TAPES

Having frank and open discussion

un-

dergraduate

SPECIAL

Inviting faculty members as speakers to
weekly meetings

a

SPECIAL COMEDY . . . plus
GAYETY THEATRE BURLESQUE

he Beatles’ NE’ \ Abbey Row! at :SI.79

Tau Dclia Phi Promotes Scholarship By:

SJS is joining with San Jose
City College and schools in the
Alum Rock Elementary and San
Jose Uni lied school districts this
fall in developing a better training program for teachers of
younger children. especially those
from low-income, minority-group
families according to Dr. G.W.
Ford, associate dean of the school
of education.
Boosted by a $330,000 grant
from the U.S. Office of Education, the schools are wor king
with parents representing four
communities on new programs in
early childhood education.
By the end of the term 40
teacher trainees, 40 teacher-aides,
four counselor trainees and four
prospective principals will have
completed the new training programs.

SHAW INTERNATIONAL THEATRES

Auto STEREO Tapes

San Jose State College’s oldest scholastic

SJS Joins
City College
In Program

Student inquiries about the
Danforth Graduate Fellowships,
to be awarded in March. 1970,
are invited according to Dr. Ted
C. Hinckley, professor of history.
The Fellowships, offered by the
Danfort h Foundation of St.
Louis, Mo., are open to men and
women who are seniors or recent
graduates of accredited colleges
in the United States, who have
serious interest in college teaching as a career, and who plan to
study for a Ph.D in
field common to
undergraduate college.
Applicants may be single or
married, must be less than 30
years of age at the time of application, and may not have undertaken any graduate or professional study beyond the baccalaureate.
Approximately 120 fellowships
will be awarded in March, 1970.
Candidates must be nominated by
the liason officers of their
institutions by Nov.
1, 1969. The foundation does not
accept ditect applications for the
fellowships.

the

.,(1

These fellowships are for grad
students only and are designed to
encourage college students to attend graduate school.
Applications must be filed with
the Scholarship and Loan Commission by March 10, 1970. Announcement of winners will he in
17170. Fellowship applicants
ire entering graduate
for the first time will be
required to take the Aptitude
Test of the Graduate Record Examination in October, November,
December. January or February.
Arrangements for this test may
be made through the College
Testing Office or the Educational
Testing Sell ’ in Berkeley.

De-

partment

or course rif study, apply
ately to VA for a new eel tit team,
of Eligibility.

Return promptly the Certificate of Attendance card you will
revive from VA near the end of
your enrollment period.
If 71,1 drop out of school or
even reduce ymur course load I’ll the VA right away.

Ca!: Yath Beauty
Try This Cutest!

States Air Force Commendation
Medal to Capt. John E. Romero
and Staff Sgt. Alvin C. Griffin.
Capt. Romero, who joined the
depto tment as assistant professor
of Aerispace St tutu’s last Novemrn r receivNi the medal for distinguished service and by adhering to the "highest standards of
professionalism."
Sgt. Griffin. who was added to
the department last month, received his award for distinguished
service as Special Actions Noncommissioned Officer, Quality
Control Section, Udorn Royal
Thai Air Force Base, Thailand.
from July 1968 to June 1969.

The United States Air Force
recently honored two members
of SJS’s Aelospace Studies
IAFROTC i. In the first
Commander’s Call of the cadets.
Major Gerald A. Cory, sisairman
of the Aerospace Studies Depart_
ment.
presented
the
United

Vilgot Sjaman’s complete and uncut / Am Curious (Yellow)
"a landmark likely to permanently shatter many of our last remaining movie conventions," says William Wolf of Cue Magazine.
The Evergreen Film presented by Grove Press stars Lena Nyman,
A Sandrews Production. ADMISSION RESTRICTED TO ADULTS.

College Frosh
Start Teaching
E1.1.1
Fine Arts Writer
One of the newest and most
creative innovations in the SJS
Music Department’s curriculum
is a pilot study which integrates
elementary classroom teaching
with the development of comprehensive ITIIIshiamship under the
direction of Dr. Brent Heisinger,
a member of the SJS faculty for
seven years.

National commission on Teacher’s Education.
Lois Brainard and Dr. Warren
Kaltenbach are serving as active
consultants to Dr. Heisinger and
the et:LS:4. Dr. Heisinger said "the
SJS Education Department has
gone out of the way to give assistance to my endeavor."
Recently, the students encountered their first observations and

THREE AREAS
The priigram consists of the
integration of three music course
areas: hat its nit
musicianship,
and keyboard musicianship. The
15 freshman students enrolled in
the class will immediately begin
teaching groups of children in
several San Jose grammar
schools.
"A young person is sensitive to
the teaching of young people more
so than we give them credit for
and the educational theories imposed on these students frequently confines them," said Heisinger.
He also said. "if we consider
teaching a craft that needs development then it seems most logical that training and development
should begin immediately upon
commitment to a credential program."
According to Heisinger, the aim
of the new class is to "develop a
creative teacher who is adept at
teaching competently."
PILOT CLASS
The four-unit pilot class at SJS
is the only one of its nature for
elementary music majors and the
results of Dr. Ileisinger’s project
are bring watched closely by the

BRENT HEISINGER
... teaching innovator
next week they will each choose
a small group of children to
teach.
Over the semester, each student will teach two lessons at
every level
kindergarten
through sixth grade.
Dr. Heisinger said the project
has been extremely well accepted
by local school officials and several of the principals have extended themselves to accomodate
the program.
"Hopefully, this experience will
enable the freshman student to
attain the actual practice which
is necessary to transfer theory to
children and also become creative, individual classroom instructors," said Reisinger.

Auditions To Be Held Next Week
For Readers Theatre’s Production
Auditions for the Readers Theatre production

of

"Brecht on

Brecht" will be held Oct. 6, 7, and
8 at 4:30 p.m. in the SJS Drama
Department’s Studio Theater,

Mrs. Noreen Mitchell, the director of the production, said that
the auditions are open to people
in every department. Scripts are
available in the Drama Department Office SD 100.

Take Mitzi
before she trades her
guitar for a baby sitar.
Just drop a film cartridge into a Kodak
Instamatic44 camera, and you’ve taken Mitzi.
In beautiful color snapshots or color
slides. Indoors, pop on a
flashcube. It’s as easy as
taking candy from a
baby, Baby.
Drop in and we’ll
show you the 44 for less
than $10.
EVERYTHING
PHOTOGRAPHIC

WEBBS

WNW

66 SO. FIRST ST., Downtown San Jose
1084 LINCOLN AVE., Willow Glen
56 VALLEY FAIR Shopping Center
UNIVERSHV AVE., Palo Alto

Garb Still Not Here

3ine

th, - IS marching band will 1...t
ha e their new uniforms at tit.
team’s fir.-1
Spartan Football
.n
home game Saturday agaimi
Diego State.
i\er,
which
uniforms
The
ordered in late June ha, e not
even been shipped from the manufacture!, De Moulin Bros. of
experience and is extremely "p6yGreenville, Ill., according toI II
chedelic."
Nicolosi, assistant band dirt, ,
"The Marquis de Sade pie"It’s a great disappi net!!! !
sents a creed of extieme individfor the band," said Nicol.
ualism." said Paul. "as opposed
I’m stare the entire studrid
to Marat who is a dedicated revowould like to know what the i’!
lutionary leader."
loge has purchased with thq,
The film is free and is sponmoney."
psred by the Humanities program
Nicolosi also said the dept ii which is a four-semester se ment has received several let I
pence fulfilling all the general
from the president of the ’,rigor:.
ecluestion requilements except
company, William De Moulin, a
natural science, mathematics and
delively date of Sep! 171,
tireetor
psychology.
"When Roger Mt’’
.0:4C41"
Via Trans-International Air:ines DC8 Jet
NO MEMBERSHIP FEE

’Marat/Sade’ Film

Called ’Psychedelic’
A special showing of the film
"Marat/Sade" (The

version of

Persecution and Assassination of
Perfolmed

Jean-Paul Marat as

by the Inmates of the Asylum of
Charenton Under the Direction
of the Marquis de Sadei by Peter
Weiss, will be held tonight at
7:30 p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
The film, which is directed by
Peter Brook, captures all the elements of the original play according to Dr. Robert Pepper and Dr.
Charles Paul of the Humanities
program.
Weiss, the author of the play,
was born near Berlin in 1916 and
was acclaimed the successor of
Bertolt Brecht when the original
play opened in Europe.

Supported by a $9,000 gram
from the Contemporary Music
Project under the auspices of the
Music Educator’s National Conference and funded by the Ford
Foundation, the purpose of the
study is to train a college freshman as an elementary
music
classroom teacher.

flPARTAlf

"nfinmtly

Paul and Pepper concurred that
the theme of "Marat/Sade" is
revolution and social improvement. They also said "all the elements of comedy, ethos, sattire
and political commentary are
present in the production."
The setting for the play is the
Charenton Asylum and the year
is 1808. The Marquis de Sade has
been committed to the asylum
for his sadistic writings. While
imprisoned, the Marquis produces
plays and chooses individuals in
the asylum who have the same
characteristics as the characters
in his plays.
De Sade based this particular
play within a play on the actual
assassination of Jean Paul Aland,
a French revolutionist, by Charlotte Corday.
Paul and Pepper said that the
play embodies the total theatrical

CHARTER
FLIGHTS

Oakland-London
$249

OChe
251-2598

SALE
50% OFF!
TRADITIONAL TROUSERS

Vaughn’s complete stock of traditional dress
slacks reduced to i price. Choose from new fall
arrivals in all wool worsted, flannels, hopsacks
and other fine weaves.

ROUND TRIP

Lv. Dec. 19-Ret, Jan, 3

$14.95 . . NOW .
$16.95 . . NOW.
$19.95 . . NOW .
$22.95 . . NOW .
$24.95 . . NOW .
$27.50 . . NOW .

Oakland -New York
$139
ROUND TRIP
PIL Taw

Limited
Time
Only

35"

Open Nights
Monday Oro
Thursday
All Day Saturday
Lots ot Roo Parking

A TV OR STEREO

It marching band, placed the
order in late June, he was asimrcil by De Moulin that they
could finish the uniforms in
plenty of time," said Nicolosi.
At the game Saturday, which
begins at 1 p.m., the SJS marching band will give a stand-up
at half-time wearing spot
coats.

Lv. Dec. 19-Ret, Jan. 3
Contact Professor David Mage at 293-1033 or
/-1/ in II
il,/,\( 1
60 N. First St., San Jose 95113

"OVER
20,000
TITLES"

RENT

Open Tonight
Until 9:00 P.M.

01-2 BOOK
STORE

RANK CREDIT
CARDS WELCOME

tSCOUNT ON

$ 7.46
$ 8.46
$ 9.96
$11.46
$12.46
$13.75

$29.50 . . NOW. $14.75
$32.50 . . NOW . $16.25
ALL

MERCHAND/sr

UGH

AT SATHER GATE
1./NivrAsurvMEN’sSit0r8
Es?. 1927

011.....0 OYU. W.VA. tfl, A*41,11 W.V.

286-0930
125 SOUTH FoutiTH sTREET

330 S. 10Ih SAN JOSE

Take Joe

before
he becomes an
attache case.
Just drop a film cartridge into
a Kodak lnstamatic camera
and take Joe while he’s still
just a case. In beautiful
color snapshots or color
slides. Indoors, pop on
a flashcube. Having Joe
For kecr, is that easy.

MIT!

Kodak Instamatie color cameras. From less than s10.
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London Hippies Try To Buy
An Island Off the Irish Coast

Diabetes
Test Shows
41 Victims
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They have eight weeks to raise
the rest of the $48,000 asked by
the island’s owner, British real
mitate agent Herbert Marriott.
Frank Harris, spokesman for
hippies who recently took over
several vacant buildings in central London and were finally removed by police, said he expects
the community to start with 500
British drop-outs.
The Irish government. however,
may have other ideas. It has
pois.er to veto land sales of more
I han five acres to nonnationals,
and recent ly thwarted Ma riot t
own scheme to sell a ruined
chimel on the island to American
tint rist 5, brick by brick.
The uninhabited island lies two
miles off Skerries. a small resort
icirth of Dublin. Residents al :,I% are planning to stave off
,Ity hippie invasion.
Muriel, said he may be :ible

01.’11II
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t
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Leaders of
LoNDON I AP
London’s hippies paid S4,800 for
an option to buy St. Patrick’s
Island off the Irish mainland and
set up a community there.
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to circumvent any tuts!: girei
ment veto on the sale by a form
of assignment or leasehold. He
said he plans to suit the island
Tuesday.
"We hope to build a society of
love. Meet and tolerance, not
based on the values of how much
money a man has made," Harris
said. "We are setting up a structure to get every last hippie off
the dole. We will look after our
own people."
The hippies named five persons
Haras trustees for the island
ris; Sicl Rawly. a leader of rerent
London sit-in; Harvey Motusowe, author of "Joys of Corruption:" Swami Vishnialanancia, described as a wealthy mystic, and
Alan Ginsberg, the American
beat genera’ ion poet Ginsberg
said he had not yet accepted the
job.
In Dublin, the government’s Information Bureau said the written consent of the State Land
Commission would he needed hefore Marriotes interest in the
island could he transferred.
A spokesman added that it
-ermed unlikely that the hippie
home would meet the demands
the 1965 Land Arl, These in

II

"Work of Art"

HOPP(talliilLf.

Thrilier

’RE A GOOD MAN
CHARLIE MOWN
Ghirardelli Theater

l.NTASTtCKS
(.11irardt Iii Theater

:fill SEA
hungry i

r(r!MITTEE REVUE
r’.!!! injure Theater

OF!! if: SICUTTA!
I hi lir!..1,1\sal.. Theater
( !Wore

S40,

\CISCO OPERA
Sports

LAND COLISEUM
EVENTS
19(.1. --RAIDER STA:\ FORE) FOOTBALL
( )A

Ticets Now Available At
San Jose Box Office

912 Town 8. County Village
0r -n Mon..Fri. 10-5:30 - Sat. 10-3 - Ph. 246.1160
scd10.4.191$WPFalwoe
Illbetat s Jibe,

Five
tildents have been
awarded two-year scholarships
given to 4.759 Army ROTC cadets throughout the country under the provisions of the ROTC
Vitalization Act of 1964.
SJS cadets chosen for this
honor are: Robert S. Gordon,
mathematics; Robert F. Koernee accounting; Allen L. Olivera,
manpower administration; Paul
NV. Schwarz, philosophy, and
James H. Willis, social science,
According to Col. Edgar B.
Colladay, professor of military
science, the scholarship covers
the cost of tuition, books and
laboratory expenses. plus $50 per
month for the duration of the
award,
The five SJS cadets were selected on their leadership and
academic achievements.

,...osulii his tax reform pro, He said legislative leaders
:red him tax reform would
first priority in January.
ti
I he opposes direct elec.,1
the president and is
1lie’ proposed constitu.1 amendment in Congress
electoral
il ibulish the
(Sagan said the federal
t,
,11 choosing a president

101

.,.

for F,14.1.vone

I !AIR
( ;Car

Five SJS Cadets
Win Scholarships

film on the Vietnam war. The
flee program will begin at 11 a.m.
in the College Theater, 2100
Moorpark Ave., San Jose,
Other programs include: "Pollution: A Dangerous Syndrome,"
Oct. 9; "Radiation and You: The

San Jose City College is pre’,ceding a community forum series
this fall under the sponsorship of
the college’s social science department. Five programs are
scheduled with programs divided
the presentainto two parts tion by the speaker and discussions of the issues. Members of
the audience will be encouraged
to participate in the discussion
sessions.
The series opens today, with
the showing of "Land Without
Joy" - a British documental’,

Itepubliettn t.auetnor told a ous
eariference.
The
involves
ItPerat loll
ough searches of all
crossintz the 17.S. -Mexican
.i
from the soteh, a proceduri tli
has imitated tourists and hip,
nessmen in Mexico.
"There is only 011e way to
an epidemic." Reagan said. ",mii
that is to isolate the virus th:i;
causes it and destroy it."
On other issties, the got 11111.. I
to say whet: lo
Deeline:1
would decide or anntiunee
1970 political plans. He is
peeled to seek It second tIllS
Said he didn’t know
whether Finance Director Caspar
W. Weinberger planned to least.
the Reagan administration, presumably to be appointed chairman of the Fedeial Trade Commission.
-Virtually ruled out a speciiii
session of the legislature this fall

Spartaguide

SHERMAN CLAY
intrOduceS-

Prof Becomes
Fund Chairman

the

navaizva

James M. Hanley, associate professor of business, has been
named the 1969 United Fund
Campaign Chairman for SJS.
A member of the SJS faculty
for 4 years, Hanley is a former
district attorney. A graduate of
Union College of Schneetady.
N.Y.. where he earned his BA.
degree. Hanley earned his law
degree from the University of
Chicago. He was in private law
practice for a number of years
before turning to teaching, anti
is the author of "Real Estate
Law in California -- Selected
Cases.

-exclusively crafted
to insure full, rich
tonal qualities for
the discerning guitarist.
SPRUCE TOP
FAN BRACING
ROSEWOOD FINGERBOARD
ROSEWOOD RIDGE
MAHOGANY NECK

Over 150 Value
Introductory Pill ($3950
ssith Guitar Bag
and Beginning
Instruction Manual

st tengt hene;I.
Said he hopes the California
State Empl oyes Association
doesn’t eliminate its no-strike
pledge. "There can be no moral
justification for a strike by public employes," he said.
Reiterated in his strongest
language yet that he will oppose
a tax increase, adding "I don’t
tare what has to happen."

SHERMANdCLAY
oveyehong fin. in mum.

ANNOUNCEMENTS 111
LEARN TO FLY with the Flying Twenty
. Los rates. 4 planes. People with low
no flight time welcome - Girls index]. Call 258.9803, 371-0802, 286,12 2584852, or 294-2871 for info.
MELISA NEEDS a home. 5 mo. female
I 265-1)90.
FRIDAY FLICKS - The Wrong Box
Aud. 7 & 10 p.m.
HATHA YOGA COURSE sponsored by
Yoga Fellowship.
r
e. Free Introductory
Ly
Kr u-ida. Mon. Oct. 6,
8:00 c.m Grace Baptist Church Gym,
F. , tc,1
ot 10th.
FOREIGN

who were Boy
.
participate in an
Day. Saturday, Oclister and/or for in’
write Larry Yaffe.
Las Altos; 968-3957.

STUDENTS

AUTOMOTIVE 121
ID AY FLICKS - The Wrong
’,Hey Aud. 7 & 10 p.m.

Box

64 CHEV. Belaire 2/dr., 6 cyl., stand.
eylt, cond., $650. Call after
mistian Science Organization.
262.6971.
7:31) p.m., Memorial Chapel. All
1963 PLYM. 2 dr. Stick Trans. New Tires,
interested students and faculty
Good Condition, Clean. I owner. $350.
invited.
227-1319.
841:4 Sailing Club, 8 p.m.,
’64 COMET. 49,000 miles. Excellent
100. A film will he shown. Plans corditon. 4 dr. Sedan. New tires, $595/
for sailing on Oct. 4 to be sehed- offer. 286.3845.
tiled.
’63 BUICK SKYLARK Convert.. V-8,
Foreign Student Council, 2 p.m., Auto. Trans., R & H. power steering,
oerfect. $600. 259.5150.
Old College Union. General meet- Mel
ing. Interviews for students in- ’60 FORD, S.arlighter, Convert., 2/dr..
, .
Trans. Blue, Good cond..
terested in IICSO Inter national
2hL 2756
Steering Committee will be held
from 9:30-11:30 a.m. in theii
FOR SALE 131
College Union.
FREE
EAR
PIERCING
- FAST - PAINSociology Club, No n
Nev.
Wineskin, 10th and San Fernando LESS with purchase of Gold Earrings.
Call for appointment. 297-6522. Evelyn’s.
Sts. All sociology ;Old SOCiOI sci- 40 S. 1st St. Downtown.
ence majors are invited.
’62 BUICK SP- Good Cond, White V6
’1,, WO or best offer/after 6, 227-

Er..)-

241

WEDDING GOWN: lace. large sleeve,
,.arl tiara veil. Worn once. 11-12. Half,. $50. Call 736-4658.
1968 BSA 650ex. THUNDERBOLT. Like
Take over payments plus $100
initv. Call 294-3916 after 6 p.m.

day evening till 9 P.M. Complete line
of Fender - Gibson - Martin.

HELP WANJED 14/

HOUSING (51

VOLUNTEER HELP of all kinds is needed
in nearby Girl Scout Troops. Call Mrs.
Moore. 867-4287.
GIRLS: Earn that extra necessary cash
by helping us sell beauty programs for
beauty shops. Must have pleasant phone
personality. 9.1 or 6-9. Salary + Comm.
Call 246-7400.
MALE-FEMALE. $3 per hour plus bonus
servicing customers in established territory. At least 15 hrs. to spare. Requirements: neat appearance and car. Call for
appointment. 264-0699. The Fuller Brush
Company.
$ NEED MONEY $ - Newspaper sample
program full-time, paddime, steady work.
4 good men wanted immediately. Age 18
to 29. $2 per hr. guaranteed, plus bonus.
No exp. needed. Earn while you learn.
Transportation Ern, Call Today. Mr.
Loney. 292.681 1 .
ATO WANTS HASHERS. Breakfast-Lunch Dinner. Free meals. Apply at 202 S. 11th
St. 295-9727 or 295-9993.
TELEPHONE SALES: Hourly wage plus
commission. Pick hrs. from shifts of 9-1
a.m. & 5-8 p.m. daily, 9-1 a.m. Sat. Odan
Mills Photo Studio, 248-8445.

STATE II. Units available. 155 S. 11th,
I block from campus, 3 meals/day, parking, study & social lounges, party room,
no restrictions, etc. Male Students.
ROOM FOR RENT: Elegantly furnished
private bedroom. 5 min, walk to SJS.
Kitchen pr;v. Male student. 295-9373.
MEN: Cheerful corner room, wall-to.wall
carpet. furnace heat. 406 S. 11th.
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED: To
share apt. with 4 girls. $51.50/mo. Call
298-7956, 470 S. 11th, Apt. #7.
WANTED! three young lovelies to mak,
fantastic four at the Royal Lanai Apt:
$45,rno. Leave number w/Glorie at office or 258-2348.
GIRL NEEDED to share 2 bdrm. modern
apt. with 3 others. $50/mo. 294-4749. 643
S. 8th. S.J.
FRIDAY FLICKS - The Wrong Box
Morris Dailey Aud. 7 & 10 p.m,
3 GUYS NEED 4th to share 2 bdrm/2
bath apt., 470 S. Ilth #40 $56/mo.
297-4636 FAR OUT!!!!
NICE ONE BEDROOM apartment has
occupant and needs another. Do you
qualify? Call 287-7449. $55/mo.
VACANCY for 2 girls in $38/mo. apt.
Call 287.1575 ask for Sally.
MALE ROOMMATE - $47/mo. Large
apt. 5 mi. from SJS. Call 265-6519 or
371-3312.
FEMALE roommate needed: upper div.
to share 2 bdrm, apt. with 2 others.
Pool $&60/SLun.a. Call 251.8163 after
p.m.
HELPI Female needs a place to live!
Want 1-2 bdrrn, house for $110 or less
a mo. 2 dogs. Write S. Guth. P.O. Box
243 Boulder Creek 95006. References
supplied.
QUICK! Rent a hassle! Need 2 roomies
to share 2 bdrm., pool, rec. rm., Indry.,
$35. 877 Willow off S. 1st #210.
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED: Grad or
upper div. 3 bdrm., Townhouse, Cupertino. $80/mo. 257-9537.
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED: to
share apt. with 3 freaky chicks. $41/mo.
Call 293-3138. 423 S. 7th #4.
I FEMALE ROOMMATE desperately
needed. Th block from campus, share
with 3 others. Prefer 21 & over. 2877673.
DORM ROOM AVAILABLE: Washburn
Hall 385 S. 8th St, Contact Diane Centers 294-2916.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED for a 3
bdrm. house on 1004 S. 8th. Own room
for only $45/mo. 292.8545.
MALE ROOMMATE: Upper Division or
Grad, serious student, 3 bdrm., 2 bath,
& den. $59/mo. 642- S. 7th #5. Come
over after 5 p.m.

STUDENT WIVES: office and clerical positions full time. Join PARTIME, the
Quality Temporary Help Service. Short
or long term assignments. Call Heidi or
Jan at 286-5353.
TEACHER’S AIDE needed. 9-12 noon.
Kindergarten Kampus Preschool 2254820,
COOK NEEDED: for seven men - salary
open, 415 S. 12th 293-5933.
GIRLS OR BOYS light deliveries, must
have dependable car. Morn, aft. or eve.
hours. Payday everyday. 246-7400.
BABYSITTER Needed: For 4 afternoons
(Mon. -Wed. -Fri.) 2 eves. Mon. & Tues.
Call 295.8439.
SALES
I’M TRYING
TO FIND
MATURE YOUNG MEN AND WOMEN
Part or, full time. Pick your hour’.. No
experience necessary, will train. We are
within walking distance of campus. Your
association with company will be one
of dignity. You will be helping people,
learning while earning a fine income.
$2.00 Per hr. to start, Plus company
benefits, bonuses and advancement,
Transportation provided. Interviews between 9 a.m.I0 a.m. and 4 p.m. -5 p.m.
Call 287-6083. Mr. Webb. or apply in
person, 311 So, 1st Rm. 402.

YASHICA -’-Twin lens reflex $30. In BE A HOLIDAY GIRL Excellent earn58. 25,, off on 16mm movie ings, part time/full time at your leisure.
2./)481 Ext. 411 or leave message. Call Wendy or Bill Johnson 262.8487.

has not hurt business at Tico’s Tacos.
Students and faculty can still get the
best Mexican food at Tico’s without
waiting in the lines at the border.
Phone Orders 297-8421

4th and St. James

Minimum
Three lines
One day

3 lines
4 lines
5-1Ines
6 lines
Add this
amount for
each addi
Ilona’ line

One

day

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00
.50

Two

days

2.00
2.50
3.00
-LW.50

Four days

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.40
2.90
3.40
3.90

-23-0-3.00
3.50
4.00

.50

.50

.50

NEWLY PAINTED 2 bedroom, unfit,
nished apartments. Extra storage, laundry facilities. 5 minutes from SJSC. Call
293.5995.
LOST AND FOUND 1,61
Black puppy, white
LOST: E
marking on chest. Looks like cross
between pekineese & cocker. Lost Sun.
night (9/21) near 348 S. 11th, Reward!
Call 287.4737. PLEASE!
PERSONALS 171
WEAR YOUR Star of David. There is
a Jewish Vampire on the loose!
SERVICES 181
STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast, Accurate, Minor Editing. Mrs. Baxter, Phone
244-6581.
RENT A TV OR STEREO: Free service.
No contract. Free delivery in SJ. Call
Esche.s. 261-2598.
GARDENING & LANDSCAPING. Prun
ing, Rotating and Cleaning. Call Benny
after 4 298-4383.
NON-PROFIT FLYING CLUB needs students and licensed pilots. Four aircraft,
low membership fee & monthly dues. 2577562 or 248-8484.
CHILD CARE - My home days Mon.Fri. 470 S. 16th St., Ph. 294.5681.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Accurate, Fast.
Can Edit. 5 miles from campus. Mrs.
Aslanian - 298.4104.
TYPING - Manuscripts, term papers,
thesis. etc. All work guaranteed. Reasonable. Will edit. 294.3772.
TRANSPORTATION 191
WANTED: Ride from Palo Alto or share
driving. TTh 730 a.m, class return after
130 p.m. - also Wed. 7-9:45, call
Bent 325-9564.
WANTED: Ride from Berkeley for Fall
Sear. M,T,W.Th, will share expenses. Call
AL k.h,of 849 9433.

Print Name

For

Address

Enclosed is $
Phone

City
Help Wanted (4)
LI Housing (5)
C] Lost and Found (6)

NOW RENTING:
.e St. Claire, Perrnpr,e01 5..05.1.
25 8. up/mo. $42-50
&5p/wk. All u . es available.
CONGENIAL upper div. girl(s) to
,hare CC,
4 /Arm. house on 12th with
,
.
-1 546/mo. 298-3804.
SERIOUS GRAD o share large, lux.,
i
... 3
her
grads. 2 pools,

Flve days

Three days

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
El Announcements (I)
I I Automotive (2)
j for Sale (3)

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED: 555/
mo. Close +, school. 287-0)88,
I OR TWO " ono-flees needed to share
2 bath apt. $55/mo. 550
In. 2 101
=5 287.1066.
"
So. 1,
3 BDRM. HOUSE needs paint. Girls
5275.00 Call 292 -

No refunds on cancelled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)

CLASSIFIED RATES

PROJECT INTERCEPT

/Me. WO

DOWNTOWN, 89 South First Street,
293-4840. Open Monday and Thurs-

Spartan Daily Classifieds

coo ssi

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

Problem of Survival
Oct. It;;
"Pesticides and Pollution." Oct.
23; and "The Psycsalynamies of
Suicide’," Nov. 6. For additional
information regarding the cornmunity series phone San Jose
City College, 298-2181.

W

Reagan Lends Support
f!, ,

41:,3 E SeNIA CLARA
293.4900

ssene. ruquire that any sale to
foreigners must be on terms that
benefit the nation as a whole
through the creation of jobs or
OM wealth,

Community Forum Series Slated

ci Personals (1)
[] services (8)
El Transportation (9)

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
95114
Please allow 2 days after placing for ad to appear.
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1

